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Abstract: The rapid development of internet user has made it easy and improved the online marketing 
in the global market, as a result the number of customer shopping online are increasing more than the 
number of customer using internet for others purposes, customer participations are the basic of every 
business success, because with customer, no business can survive or adapt with change that has been 
brought by new technology. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) can be understood as a 
revolving process during which companies interact with their customers, there by generate, aggregate, 
and analyze customer data, and employ the results for service and marketing activities, the purpose of 
this paper is to figure out the influence of Customer relationship management as motivational factor on 
online shopping in e-business environment. 

 
Introduction: Now a day the life style of the people is different. People feel uncomfortable and time 
consuming for going crowded markets. So, E-Shopping is a boon as it saves lot of time. Online shopping 
is a process whereby consumers directly buy goods, services etc. from a seller without an intermediary 
service over the Internet. Shoppers can visit web stores from the comfort of their house and shop as by 
sitting in front of the computer. Online stores are usually available 24 hours a day and many consumers 
have internet access both at work and at home. So it is very convenient for them to shop Online.  
 
So this study states that concept of online shopping and to identity number of online shopping websites 

nd what are the techniques used by 
online retailers to increase their sales through customer relationship management. 
 
Online Shopping: Online shopping is the activity or action of buying products or services over the 
Internet. It means going online, landi
delivery. The buyer either pays for the good or service online with a credit or debit card or upon 

 E-Commerce, which 
stands for electronic commerce  
 
Today we can purchase any goods from online shopping. So there are so many online shopping apps or 
websites in internet. We can purchase any type of goods from these sites at any time. The following are 
the major online shopping websites in India. They are 1 Amazon 2 Flipkart 3 Snapdeal 4 Shopclues 5 
Myntra 6 Jabong 7 E bay 8 Club factory 9 Shoppers stop 10 Lenscart 
 
Literature Review: Sinkovics and Ghauri (2009) relate the necessity for engaging in customer 
relationship management to high cost of direct sales, highly intensifying level of competition in the 
global level, and need for information about various aspects of the business in general, and consumer 
behaviour in particular, that can be used to increase the levels of sales. 
 
A global approach towards the issues of customer relationship management is adopted by Raab et al 

the proposed research can be explained in a way that it will allow the comparison of customer 
relationship management principles to the similar principles exercised by other multinational retailers 
in a global marketplace. 
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 also to be mentioned in here 
thanks to the most modern and fresh perspective the author adopts in order to approach the research 
issues. The most valuable part of this specific article is that it provides highly practical recommendations 
to retailers of various sizes in terms of increasing the levels of revenues through adopting a range of 
customer relationship management principles. 
 
Sultan & Uddin (2011) studied the factors that encouraged the consumers to shop online. The 
respondents included in the research were students from Gotland. The sample size was 100 and data was 
collected through convenience sampling technique. The results revealed that the main influencing 
factor for consumers to opt for online shopping were design of the website, convenience of online 
shopping, time saving and security. Apart from these, some other factors that influenced the buying 
behaviour of consumers were lower prices, discounts, customer reviews and product quality. 
 
The study was focused on identifying the factors which buyers keep in mind while shopping online. 
Websites design, website reliability, website customer service and security/privacy policies were the 
main factors influencing the perceptions of consumers while shopping online. Results of the study 
focused on the Ambience of the website and security related to personal information like physical 
address were major concerns for the customers for buying online. Order tracking features and 3-D view 
of products offered by various websites were a soothing experience f
customer service encouraged them to buy online (Shergill & Chen, 2005). 
 

gaining popularity among people specially the younger generation but in today scenario to become 
equally popular among all age groups e-marketing will have to cover a longer distance. As per study 
mode of payment is depended upon income of the respondents. People from different age groups are 
doing online shopping regularly. The attitude of consumers is changing with the time. In a country like 
India, consumers are finding online shopping very comfortable because of many variables like cash on 
delivery, customization or personalization of the websites, home delivery etc.  
 
Customer Relationship Management: 
"Customer Is The King" : 

In today's scenario, it's a very well known fact to everyone. This is also one of the  reasons that the level 
of difficulty is increasing day by day to retain customers. With the advancement in IT sector, customers 
are becoming more and more informed about their purchases. Media is educating them and they scout 
around for best product, brand name, Product quality, operation and service support. In all these 
customer support is very essential. Organizations aim at satisfying customer's needs and desires. 
Traditional Customer Relationship Management used to face problems like delay in attending the 
customer query and delay in extending the timely service support due to manual operations. This can be  
achieved only with the best practices of E-CRM, as it helps organization provide high quality, interactive 
multimedia customer support and aims to improve customer acquisition, retention and transactions.  
Today with the emergence of powerful info-tech tools, CRM has shifted to E-CRM. Due to which 
customer service/ support is becoming quick, timely and business- oriented.  Customer Relationship 
Management aims at exploring the future customers, building the existing customer database, 
purchasing patterns of existing and future customers and purchasing process like time of purchase, 
place of purchase, periodicity of purchase of customers etc.   
 
Why Firms Should Look At Crm?   

 Management of customer relationship  

 Managing sales force effectively  

 Manage customers in providing best service   

 Help customers to instantly access information and provide solutions instantaneously   

 Match customer needs with product plans and deliveries with the main aim of  

 satisfying the customers   
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 Remind customers of service requirements, periodic follow-up and alerts which give the customers a 
sense of binding with the company.   

 
Effective implementation of E CRM: For improving customer relations through information 
technology, the firms should take care of:  
1. Budget Guidelines: Organizations look into the affordability of the info-tech applications in its 
implementation. It means that it should conduct a techno economic feasibility analysis.   
2. Technology Issues: Business is dynamic and technology supported organization has to understand 
the culture of the company. People need to understand the process for CRM implementation, and to 
communicate properly the importance of the new CRM system within the organization.   
 
Benefits of E-CRM:  

 Deliver consistent and improved customer response  

 Decreasing costs by focusing on retaining customers and using interactive service  

 tools to sell additional products  

 Enhanced productivity  

 Automatic customer tracking and detection helps to ensure inquiries are met and  

 issues are managed.  

 Increase customer loyalty and satisfaction  

 Conduct market targeting more cost-effectively  
 
CRM Strategies: 
1 Re-ordering Customer Base: ct your 
cohorts (re-ordering customer base). The funnel drops sharply through Opt-in rates / Open rates / click 

 
 
2 Multi-Channel Marketing: Going multi-channel (especially using On-site CRM) are crucial; if 
you really want to have your CRM efforts impact your customer retention. Best-in-class now is to 
orchestrate marketing campaigns across email / push /in-apps/ display re-targeting/ FB custom 
audience /On-site overlays / on-site banners / SMS  all talking the same language, dealing with the 
customer as an individual, instead of each channel giving a different message. 
 
3 Targeted Communications: What a user did (saw / spent time on / searched / abandoned / others) 
on the site yesterday is way more relevant for the company than what he bought a month ago to target 
communication to me. The more communication (share of volume) you can move towards 

. 
 
4 Providing Discounts: In slim margin businesses, acquiring a customer via a steep discount, 
 
5 Customer Retention: Your biggest retention problem would be to get the second order. After 3 

 
a big chunk of the customers who ever repeat, repeat really close to their first order  same day / within 
7 days or max within a month.  

 

6 Have Great Deals & Offers: Think carefully if you want to build the platform for deal hunters -
always find the cheapest way to get something and whose loyalty is a fragile function of the best 
discount. If not, find alternate ways to 
the ease it brings to their lives and not purely for the discounts. Every business will have some users like 
that. 
7 Avoid Getting Spammed: e 

marketing emails a day, so sending fewer emails is not going to improve your chances of engaging your 
audience. 
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8 Keep Relevance:  keep it 
necessarily hurt. Enable a simple opt-
remaining ones get your messages.  

 

9 Using Right Data Tool:  worth investing in the right data visualization tools (tableau/sisense, etc.) 
early in the business  the more you orient your organization to be data driven, the better it is. All key 
people being able to take good quality base data for granted can have the significant impact on their real 
understanding of the business and hence their ability to do their jobs more efficiently. 

 

10 Offers for Qualified Users: 
cases can be covered by promoting the offer via Voucher Codes and applying it automatically to 
qualifying users. Unless your profit margins are solely based on eligible users forgetting or not applying 
the voucher codes anyhow. 
 
Conclusion:  Large corporations invest huge amounts of money, time, and resources in CRM solutions. 
CRM is a modern business and management concept which focuses on customer. Customer is one of the 
important resources for the development of enterprise. For the enterprises, efficient organization and 
planning of their own resources can help them to achieve long-term development. Customer 

interactions with customers, clients and sales prospects. The background of literature on managing 
customer relationships and creating value showed that there is a link between customer relationships 
and critical success factors (CSF). 
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